Natraj Travels Inc is a preferred partner with Air India since 2000 and we are
very proud of our association and partnership with Air India . For the last 15
years, we have consistentenly sold over a million in annual sales and still going
strong. Air India has the only only non stop flights available from Chicago to
Delhi, JFK to Delhi and Newark to Mumbai.
Air India's latest induction into its fleet is the stuff dreams are made of – the Boeing
787 Dreamliner – which redefines passenger experience, environmental performance,
lower operating cost and better economic performance.
With its sophisticated, futuristic design, Air India's B787 Dreamliner is the most
advanced aircraft in the sky. Its wing, tail, nose and flight deck windows have all been
engineered for the maximum aerodynamic efficiency reducing fuel burn. The composite
fuselage and smooth wing design is much more efficient than today’s airplanes.

The Boeing 787 has the optimal size and range to allow Air India to not only operate
their current routes more profitably, but also to open up new markets giving Air India a
true "first mover” advantage. Secondly, with lower fuel costs and cash operating costs,
the Dreamliner offers an unsurpassed economic performance. In addition, maintenance
costs have been substantially reduced. Third, this airplane will truly change the
passenger experience. The Dreamliner, indeed, offers features to match our dreams and
is set to be a game-changer for Air India!
About Star Alliance

The Star Alliance network was established in 1997 as the first
truly global airline alliance to offer worldwide reach, recognition and seamless service to
the international traveller. Its acceptance by the market has been recognized by
numerous awards, including the Air Transport World Market Leadership Award and
Best Airline Alliance by both Business Traveller Magazine and Skytrax.
The Alliance offers passengers a choice of Silver or Gold Status benefits across the
alliance relevant to the passengers frequent flyer tier level. The traveler’s status is
recognized around the world throughout the Star Alliance network at all member
airlines. Passengers automatically get the alliance benefits on travelling on the member
airline also ensuring more mileage points at the same time.
Whenever a member of the frequent flyer programme travels on any of the Star

Alliance member airlines and flies with another member airline he can earn and redeem
miles or points on one frequent flyer programme.
For more information please visit www.staralliance.com.
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